V. PUBLICATION AND FILM NEWS

* Recent Books and Articles

Ahluwalia, Hari Pal Singh
1982 Eternal Himalaya

208 pages, including illustrations and maps. Chiefly comprises (pp. 68-208) "Views In India, Chiefly Among Himalaya Mountains," by Lt. George Francis White of the 31st Regiment, published by Fisher & Son, London, 1838. Includes reproduction of the original title page.

Order from: D.K. Agencies
H-12 Bali Nagar
New Delhi-110015, India
Price: US $45.00

Bajpai, Shiva Chandra
1981 Kinnaur in the Himalayas: Mythology to Modernity

247 pages, 4 pages of plates; illustrations and maps. Concerns Kinnaur District in Himachal Pradesh, bordering Tibet.

Order from D.K. Agencies (address above)
Price: US $12.00

Banskota, Narrotam Prasad
1981 Indo-Nepal Trade and Economic Relations

267 pages, tables. The author describes the structural changes in Indo-Nepal trade and economic relations, emphasizing the trade structure that has emerged with the growth in trade with overseas countries. He reviews trade treaties in the framework of broad trade objectives, elaborating on Nepal's trade with overseas countries and also touching on unauthorised trade. Trade instability is indicated as a cause of the low degree of diversification in Nepal. The author identifies some key trade problems and makes suggestions for boosting Indo-Nepal trade. Published by B.R. Publication Corporation, Delhi.

Order from D.K. Agencies (address above)

Becker-Ritterspach, Raimund O. A.

Gestaltungsprinzipien in der Newarschen Architektur -- Beitrag zur Konstruktion und Formgebung (Design Principles of Kathmandu Valley Architecture -- with particular reference to construction and form)

550 pages including 112 pages of drawings and photographs. Written in German. Originally the author's Ph.D. (Dr.-Ing.) thesis.

Order from: Sautter & Lackmann
Klostersten 8
2000 Hamburg 13
West Germany
Price: 38 deutschmarks (about US $25)

Blaikie, P. M. and J. D. Seddon

For information contact Gower Publishing or:
J. D. Seddon
School of Development Studies
University of East Anglia
Norwich, England NR4 7TJ
Chattopadhyaya, Alaka
1981 Atisa and Tibet: Life and Works of Dipamkara Srijnana in Relation to the History and Religion of Tibet
593 pages, 1 map. Reprint; originally published in 1967 by Indian Studies: Past and Present, Calcutta.
Order from D. K. Agencies (address above)
Price: US $20.00

Gupta, R. K.
373 pages. This bibliography has the following subject divisions: General Account of Travels; Physical Geography and Geomorphology; Climate; Geohydrology and Water Resources; Geology and Soil Resources; Mineralogy, Geochemistry and Geophysics; Petrology; Human Geography; Plant Resources; Animal Resources; Soil Conservation; Tourism. It includes 4764 entries.

Hingston, Richard William George
1982 A Naturalist in Himalaya
Order from D. K. Agencies (address above)
Price: US $50.00

Hodgson, J. A. and F. Willford
282 pages. Reprint; first published 1832.
Order from D. K. Agencies (address above)
Price: US $35.00

Institute for the Study of Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa
1982 Anthropological and Linguistic Studies of the Gandaki of Nepal
Contains papers by Dor Bahadur Bista (process of Nepalization); Shigeru Iijima (Thakalis: Traditional and Modern); Hiroshi Yasuhiko Nagano (report on the trek in the Ghale-speaking area of Nepal).
For information contact:
Institute for the Study of Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa
Tokyo Gaikokugo Daigaku
4 Nishigahara, Kita-Ku
Tokyo

Lancaster, Roy
1981 Plant Hunting in Nepal
194 pages, 8 pages of plates, illustrations (some color), maps.
Order from D. K. Agencies (address above)
Price: US $30.00
Macdonald, A. W. and Dvags-po Rin-po-che  
For information on this article or the journal, write to M. Strickmann at the address above or to:  
Alexander W. Macdonald  
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique  
Paris, France

Macdonald, A. W. (text) and H. Bancaud (photographs)  
1982 Haute Route des Himalayas (High Road of the Himalayas)  
Published by Editions Chaine Graphique, Paris. Written in French. 142 photographs in color, mainly of the area north of Jumla, by H. Bancaud. Text by A. W. Macdonald.  
Order From: SNL "Le Robert"  
107 Avenue Parmentier  
75 Paris XI  
Price: 260 francs (about US $38.00)

Macdonald, A. W., editor  
1982 Les Royaumes de l'Himalaya (Kingdoms of the Himalayas)  
Order from: Imprimerie Nationale  
SEVPO  
27 Rue de la Convention  
75732 Paris Cedex 15  
France  
Price: 540 francs (about US $79.00)

Majupuria, Trilok Chandra and S. P. Gupta  
1981 Nepal, the Land of Festivals  
152 pages, illustrated. Concerns religious, cultural, social and historical festivals.  
Order from D. K. Agencies (address above)  
Price: US $10.00

Majupuria, Trilok Chandra and Indra Majupuria  
Order from D. K. Agencies (address above)  
Price: US $8.00

Schell, Orville  
1982 "A Tibetan Monastery Reawakens on China's Frontier," article in December 1982 issue of ASIA magazine
Sharma, Brij Mohan and P. Kachroo
1981 Contemporary Geoscientific Researches in Himalaya, Volume I
Order from D. K. Agencies (address above)
Price (Volume I only): US $55.00

Vigne, Godfrey Thomas
1981 Travels in Kashmir, Ladak, Iskardo, the countries adjoining the mountain course of the Indus and the Himalayas
Two volumes. Reprint; originally published 1844, London.
Order from D. K. Agencies (address above)
Price: US $30.00 per set

Periodicals

South Asia Forum, A Quarterly Journal of South Asian Affairs.
Concerned mainly with regional cooperation in South Asia and social, political, and economic issues common to South Asian countries. Recent articles have included "Nepal-China Relations," "Nepal's Diplomacy in the Sixties," and "Education, Power and People -- The Nepalese Perspective".
Editors: Hriseekesh Upadhyay and Girish P. Pant
Subscriptions (including air mail postage):
Nepal Rs.60 per year (four issues)
India Rs. 80
Other South Asian countries US $10.00
Outside South Asia US $12.00
Send international money order to:
Editor
South Asia Forum
P.O. Box 2855
Kathmandu, Nepal

Himalayan Mountaineering Journal, back issues only.
Set of volumes 1-9 (1965/6-1974), lacking one volume and three issues.
Cost of set: US $58.00
Write to: D. K. Agencies
H-12 Bali Nagar
New Delhi-110015
India

The Tibet Journal: An International Publication for the Study of Tibet, back issues only.
Published by Dharmasala, Library of Tibetan Works and Archives. Complete set of Volumes 1-5 (1975/76-1979/80) available for US $60.00 from D. K. Agencies (address above).

Tibetan Review, monthly journal.
Subscriptions: US $10.00 per year
Write to: Tibetan Review
16 Jor Bagh
New Delhi 110003
India
New Activity Unit on Nepal for Teachers

The Urban Education Program in Chicago has created an activity unit called Nepal: From Kathmandu to Mt. Everest for use in teaching children in grades 5-12. Designed with a global focus, this unit helps students to investigate Nepal, its geography, history and people by highlighting its contrasts and comparisons with approximately 36 other countries of the world. Geared for middle school through secondary level, the material is divided into teacher-directed activities and independent or small group exercises which can be performed by students on their own.

Charting, mapping, working with the Nepalese language, performing mathematical conversions and vocabulary-building are typical skills included in the activities. More difficult problem-solving skills are addressed through such activities such as that on deforestation and industrial development in Nepal today. A global jigsaw game introduces the unit. Activities on Nepalese culture are presented as supplementary.

This unit was presented at a teaching workshop at the 11th Annual Conference on South Asia in Madison, Wisconsin.

To order Nepal: From Kathmandu to Mt. Everest, send $7.95 for each copy of the unit that you want (includes postage and handling), along with your name and address, to:

Urban Education Program
420 W. Wrightwood
Chicago, Illinois 60614

Checks should be payable to Urban Education Program. The teaching unit will be available starting in May of this year.

Publications from the American-Nepal Education Foundation

Note: The previous 51 items were listed in HRB Winter, 1982, pages 22-24, and HRB Fall, 1982, pages 26-27; or a list will be sent to you free by the American-Nepal Education Foundation, Oceanside, OR 97134.

Numerous recent inquiries and requests for out-of-print, older research materials have prompted the listing of the following items (numbers 52 through 68):

On Early Education


57. Primary and Middle School Curriculum. Kath: Chief Insp Schs (1950?). Written in both English and Nepali, outlines content by grades. $5.00

On College of Education Beginnings

77p. First draft; prepared by first staff of eight. $12.00

32p. Critical external/internal analysis after one year of operation. $5.00

General information, programs, courses. $4.00


On Early Beginnings, Tribhuvan University

Report of a committee appointed by HMG about the time of the Queen's committee appointment. $3.50

Sub-title: An act promulgated for the establishment and organization of a teaching and affiliating university. $7.50

Historical background and current analysis, as part of UNESCO's Survey of Education IV: Higher Education. $7.50

UNESCO Reports

Comprehensive survey; best compilation of statistics to that date. $25.00


Recent interest in the Madison Conference has prompted the listing of several NSA Conference Reports and similar collections of papers. $12.50

Precis of ten papers on ecology, agriculture, finance efficiency, education, planning, salvage research, academic cooperation, family planning, painting; summary of an art exhibit. $8.50

R. H. Stoddard, "To Be Land-locked or Poverty-locked," 17p.;

Wisconsin Conference, 1982

Eight papers on education and its economic, cultural and political impact from a panel at the 11th Annual Conference on South Asia in Madison, Wisconsin, Nov. 6, 1982. $14.00

a. "Thirty Years of Progress in Education in Nepal" --
Dr. Trailokya Narth Upraity, Cultural Consultant, SE Asia UNESCO Office, Bangkok ($10.00 prepaid)

"Shortages in Education in Nepal: Examples"
"Primary School Wastage" -- Ms. Madhuri Mathema, College of Education, University of Oregon
"Lack of Science in Nepalese Schools" -- Mr. Ragendra B. Shrestha, Colorado State University

d. "Implications of Education for Economic Development" -- Dr. Ram Prakash Yadav, International Food Policy Research Institute, Washington, DC

e. "Implications of Education for Cultural Development" -- Mr. Harihar Acharya, Department of Anthropology, Cornell University


Papers may be purchased separately for $2.00 each ($3.00 for Acharya paper).


And Some Miscellaneous Papers


NOTE: The American-Nepal Education Foundation Library has numerous items in its collection, similar to those listed above. There is heavy, but not exclusive, emphasis on material in the field of education. You are invited to write regarding your research interests, especially if they date back to the 1950's. Bound materials are available for loan on "interlibrary loan" basis; ephemeral materials are available on a photo-copy basis at cost.

If you have papers unavailable elsewhere, you are invited to send them to us for listing with the above items.

ORDERING INFORMATION: Each order must include item number, quantity and payment. Add 50¢ for postage on orders under $5.00. Send orders to:

AMERICAN-NEPAL EDUCATION FOUNDATION
Oceanside, OR 97134 USA

*Two Publications on Development in Nepal from the Arbeitsgruppe Entwicklungs laender of the Universitaet Konstanz

Seeland, Klaus

1980 Ein nicht zu entwickelndes Tal: Traditionelle Banbustechnologie und Subsistenzwirtschaft in Ost-Nepal (A valley not to be developed: traditional bamboo technology and the subsistence economy in East Nepal).

Diessenhofen: Verlag Rueegger. (ISBN 3 7253 0118 2)

Baumgartner, Ruedi


Diessenhofen: Verlag Rueegger. (ISBN 3 7253 0120 4)

*Books on the Himalayas from Ratna Pustak Bhandar

The latest listing of books on the Himalayas from Ratna Pustak Bhandar, a Kathmandu publishing and bookselling company, includes such recent (1981) titles as:

- The Himalayan Aspects of Change, by J. S. Lall (Oxford University Press).
- Letter from Kathmandu Kot Massacre, L. Stiller (INAS).

The list includes 248 titles in all, dating from 1969 to 1981. For a copy of the list and ordering information, write to: P.O. Box 98 Bhotahity, Kathmandu Nepal

*Cottage Industry Export Development Project

Cottage Industry Export Development Project (CIED) of Trade Promotion Centre of His Majesty's Government in Nepal, with a credit from International Development Association (IDA) of the World Bank and technical assistance of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) has launched a three-year project. The project aims to develop cottage industry for employment generation, to supplement farm income of rural people, diversify and expand non-traditional export of Nepal and help earn valuable foreign exchange.

As part of this project, CIED has recently begun publishing the Cottage Industry Quarterly. CIED will mail this bulletin free of charge on a regular basis to anyone interested in cottage industries and handicrafts. CIED also welcomes any articles or publications that are of interest towards the export development of Nepalese cottage industries.
If you wish to have the quarterly journal sent to you, or if you have contributions to make, please contact:
Roshan Darshan, editor
Cottage Industry Quarterly
Cottage Industry Export Development Project
P.O. Box 3076
Kathmandu, Nepal

*Publications of the Center for Economic Development and Administration*

The Center for Economic Development and Administration of Tribhuvan University in Kathmandu publishes research monographs and reports on rural development, economic and social change, population growth, resources, fertility, migration, and problems of various regions in Nepal. For information write to the center at:

Tribhuvan University
Kirtipur, Kathmandu
Nepal

*Publications of the Nepal Research Centre*

The Nepal Research Centre (NRC), founded in 1967, is a research institute which undertakes, sponsors, and assists various research projects in Nepal in the areas of the humanities and social sciences as well as the natural and applied sciences. The NRC operates in close contact with Tribhuvan University and supports the cooperation and exchange of ideas among scholars. The NRC publishes a journal and a variety of monographs, papers and maps, all in English.

The Journal of the Nepal Research Centre is devoted to Nepalese culture. The journal appears annually, and Volume 5/6 (1981/2) is now in press. Besides scholarly articles, Volume 5/6 will include progress reports on several research projects, including projects under the auspices of the Nepal Research Programme, which is financed by the German Research Association. From Volume 5/6 onwards, the journal will contain the Nepalese National Bibliography of works relating to and published in Nepal. The editors of the journal are German and Nepalese scholars. Back issues are available, and complimentary copies will be sent to libraries upon request.

The NRC has the following monographs, papers and maps available:


For information on the journal and other publications write to one of the following addresses.

For those in Nepal:
Nepal Research Centre
New Baneshwar
P.O. Box 180
Kathmandu, Nepal

For those in other parts of South Asia:
Motilal Banarsidass
Bungalow Road
Jawahar Nagar
Delhi 110007, India

For all others:
Franz Steiner Verlag
Postfach 5529
Freidrichstrasse 24
D-6200 Wiesbaden
West Germany
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**Films and Videocassettes**

The Royal Dancers and Musicians from the Kingdom of Bhutan, videocassette, 30 minutes.
- Rental or purchase.
- Contact: Performing Arts Program
  - The Asia Society
  - 725 Park Avenue
  - New York, NY 10021
  - Phone: (212) 288-6400

A Palace Restored, film, 30 minutes. This film describes the restoration of the Hanuman Dhoka Palace in Kathmandu through the cooperation of His Majesty's Government and UNESCO.
- Rental only.
- Contact: Shonti Film Productions
  - 1112 Grant Street
  - Madison, WI 53706
  - Phone: (608) 255-0533

Himalayan Shaman of Southern Nepal, film, 14 minutes.
- Rental only.
- Contact: Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruction (BAVI)
  - University of Wisconsin-Extension
  - P.O. Box 2093
  - Madison, WI 53706
  - Phone: (608) 262-1644

Himalayan Shaman of Northern Nepal, film, 15 minutes.
- Rental only.
- Contact: BAVI (address and phone above)

Gurka Country, film, 19 minutes. This film shows anthropological studies of Nepali tribal life in the upper and lower Himalayan regions, and describes how anthropologists use a camera for studying village life.
- Rental only.
- Contact: BAVI (address and phone above)

Nepal, Tibetan Heritage, film, 19 minutes. This film views the largest Tibetan monastery in Nepal, on the outskirts of Kathmandu. It presents Buddhist monastic life as well as the ideals of karma and rebirth, lineage and reincarnation.
- Rental only.
- Contact: BAVI (address and phone above)

Tibetan Buddhism: Preserving the Monastic Tradition, color film, 29 minutes.
- Directed, written and filmed by Dr. Edward W. Bastian. This film focuses on the traditional monastic career preserved by Tibetan Buddhist monks of Sera Monastery in Mysore State, South India. The film observes a boy's decision to enter the monastery and his family's influence on that decision. Providing subtitled translations of the Tibetan language, it documents the boy's ordination ceremony and observes his future career through the daily lives of other monks. It observes daily manual activities. It documents and explains the style and content of Sera's scholarly curriculum beginning with reading and writing, through attaining the degree of Geshe, up to the study and practice of the Buddhist Tantras. The film concludes with an overview of the study and practice of the Buddhist Tantras at Gyudmed monastery.
- Rental ($25) or purchase ($225).
- Contact: Film Distribution Office
  - South Asian Area Center
  - 1242 Van Hise Hall
  - University of Wisconsin, Madison
  - Madison, WI 53706
  - Phone: (608) 262-0524

Also available in videotape form from:
- Educational Communications
  - P.O. Box 1421
  - Madison, WI 53701
  - Phone: (608) 262-1509
Tibetan Buddhism, Part II, videotape, 30 minutes. An untranslated, unsubtitle
documentation of the content and pedagogical method followed by Tibetan Buddhist Gelugpa monasteries.
Contact Educational Communications (address and phone above)

Kalacakra Initiation, videotape series, 16½ hours. An archival video series with subtitle
annotations and written video index of the preparations for, and initiation into, the Kalacakra (Cycle of
Time) Tantra, Tibet's most famous religious event, as conferred by His Holiness the Dalai Lama of Tibet
at Deer Park, Wisconsin in July 1981. The first 2½ hours contain segments of the preparation for the
Kalacakra Initiation. The remaining 14 hours contain the unedited Kalacakra Initiation.
Contact Educational Communications (address and phone above).